
Summary of American Events Essay 

 The use of censorship in America is a Federal seizure of information and educational websites 

and providers that the FCC deem appropriate. The FCC is an organization that monitors a broadcasting 

stations entertainment or information to ensure suitability for all audiences. The internet does not have 

an FCC as the internet serves as a library of all forms of visual information. The Federal implication of 

censorship is that President Obama does not respect the American democratic process of public voting. 

The topic was not voted on, nor are the rules as slack as the FCC. The FCC monitors only the 

appropriateness of material not the content itself and whether it is true.  

 The Barack Obama policy of insisting on gay marriage, revoking freedom of thought and 

enforcing the refusal of electronic serves to all Americans is a “Don’t ask, Don’t tell” military policy. The 

belief is that if opposite views are not visible to a person than “ignorance is bliss” policy will run the 

country. Obama is an Arabian ruler at heart who attended school in America, but had no intentions of 

staying in the Country until offered a position in politics. The affect in America has been the stripping of 

beliefs to guide people in the light of truth and only to destroy what is wrong. The sequence of events 

not mentioned fluently in the News is the removal of religion from schools, the attempted revoke of 

religious faith in same sex marriages and now the destruction of free thought.  

 The use of churches to marry homosexuals is not a practice in Christianity and surely the 

government should understand that their doctrine is changing religious code of the Bible. The practice 

of receiving a marriage license from a government facility for marriage benefits is quite acceptable, 

however that is all the government offers you in marriage. The facility of a church is there to practice 

that church’s beliefs and no Pastor will allow sacrilegious unions in any State, regardless of what the 

government attempts to enforce.  

  Barack Obama’s support for Gay marriage is the lack of respect for American customs by 

following Muslim practices of no belief and all or nothing political enforcement. The attitude of Muslim 

faith is to remove opposition from the Quran and prevent the circulation of ideas. The Quran itself 

encourages death in those in opposition to their beliefs and the American support to alleviate these 

countries is in hypocrisy as we invited an Arabian ruler to lead our country. Do the same ideas that cause 

death, lead to the idea they will help our country?  

 The opposition to our Nation’s beliefs has led to the enforcement of censorship as a “secondary 

contract of citizenship” where the existing rules are ignored in favor of control. The use of power to 

control media is not evident in the Press, but will the Quran idea of removing opposition not affect the 

stories the News choses? The state of America currently is that of Atheist Russia where healthy religious 

ideas are discouraged and “pleasure seeking” activities of homosexuality is encouraged. The 

understanding of a religious doctrine is that a group of people have adopted it, finding it beneficial to 

their society.  

 The government opinion to enforce censorship is that the American population is attempting to 

find information to sabotage government efforts. The truth is that the government is not responsible to 

do anything for America other than protect and serve. The definition of serving is to ensure the quality 



of life at a normal and promote equality by offering unbiased utilities and education. The use of 

protection is to prevent the hurtful redistribution of these things through theft, murder, etc. The 

adoption of Christianity by the government is that this doctrine of faith teaches people to uphold this 

code of living that requires the least amount of government regulation. Is the revoke of this document 

as a condoned part of life what America wants?   

 The constitution is a Christian document and the inability to abide by democracy by Congress 

should have citizens question the major overhaul of the congressional body. Do you realize that America 

is already under a socialistic government where democracy is distinguished in preference to the 

monetary elite opinion? Does the Presidential candidate of Ross Perot not remind America that 

companies grouped together as one entity to make their own “big business” platform? Ross Perot was 

and still is the only successful independent candidate being supported by the companies who selected 

him to run for their desires.  

 The Obama campaign can be seen in adjacent to this one as his profile has become the 

censorship of republican ideals and the promotion of anything that will vote for him. If America would 

realize that money does not write successful policies the national debt would not exist as no person sees 

a dollar in “stimulus money.” The stimulus money is given to Ross Perot supporters you might say, who 

do not see a need to increase labor. The purpose of this funding was to stimulate the job market, but 

the government cannot enforce labor, so why gay marriage in churches? The stimulus money has been 

invested in the stock market by most of American companies and never used to employ citizens of the 

United States. The free gift donation policy of the Obama campaign is, the inability to enforce policies 

and the “Do what’s right” attitude. His belief has been “power to the people” and the abuse by 

corporations, not citizens has led to censorship.  
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